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A Summary and Review of A Whisker Away 

from Someone who’s Never Seen It 
DJ Benjamin 

    A Whisker Away is a family-friendly, easy 

watching Netflix movie experience that will tug 

on your heartstrings as it makes you think 

“Awww what a cute kitty” as you ponder the 

implications of humanity and having a soul.  It 

follows some anthropomorphized cat character, 

probably named Catie or something cutesy like 

that, or some Japanese cat pun as it is an anime 

film, as they tries to become a human because 

they see humans as so much cooler and 

possessing two more opposable digits than cats.  

Their journey leads them into conflict with their 

other cat friend, who probably is named 

George, as well as into the dark depths of the 

occult in order to attain the transformation magic 

required to turn a 4 kilogram cat into a 32 

kilogram girl that needs to appear on the 

promotional art for the movie, teaching them 

important lessons about identity, witchcraft, and 

how to tie a full Windsor knot. 

    Regarding the plot, Catie starts off the movie 

in the throes of an identity crisis, living as a pet 

of a human family in the city along with George.  

She grows incredibly bored, because putting a 

human conscience in a cat form with cat 

freedoms is going to cause said conscience to go 

absolutely insane due to the lack of opposable 

thumbs and the inability to use a computer 

mouse without pouncing on it with cute wittle 

fluffy paws and proceeding to climb up a wall 

chasing the mouse laser as the device is turned 

over.  George, on the other hand, is complacent 

living as he is, where he can just lounge around 

all day and make the occasional ruckus at night, 

getting food handed to him and getting attention 

and pets almost whenever he wants.  This isn’t 

good enough for Catie, so she sets off to the 

Dark Place in the city, trying to find the 

forbidden power to change her into a real girl. 

    She ends up finding a spellweaver who was 

once a cat, with whom she performs a secret and 

forbidden ritual to turn her into a 10-year-ish old 

girl.  The humans catch wind of this, and 

assemble an angry mob to hunt down both Catie 

and the witch who turned her into a human.  

After cornering them both, accusations of 

witchcraft and dealing with the devil abound, 

but as Japanese culture by and large isn’t 

particularly influenced by Christian ideals, no 

one really knows what to do about it or why they 

assembled this mob in the first place.  In the 

confusion, Catie grabs a tie from a nearby 

clothesline and wears it as a disguise to help her 

escape, sneaking off into the city and exploring 

what it’s like to be human.  A bunch of plot stuff 

happens, she finds a family, she meets up with 

George and realizes he’s got it pretty good, 

actually, she gets audited by the National Tax 

Agency for having absolutely no history of 

existing, and in the end, Catie decides it is, after 

all, better to just be a cat.  A cat with a tie. 
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3. LBJ 
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36. CAT 
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The Steaming Pile 

Straight from you-know-where!  

Guess what these TLAs Stand for 
Number 4 will surprise you! 

Answers: 1) Koubeck; 2) Conservative Undergraduate Mathematicians; 3) Long Bejon Jesilvers; 4) Penis Protection 

Equipment; 5) The Daily Bull 6) Kuh Guh Buh 7) Kuhsecret Guhservice Badministration; 8) Grapes ‘n Raisins 9) Drapes ‘n 

Raisins 10) Xylophone X-Ray Xecution; 11) Ha!  Got-Im!; 12) Franklin Dranklin Ranklin; 13) Boobies Titties Dick; 14) Boo-

ties Tower Dick; 15) Boobies Tower Defense; 16) Nixon Nixon Nixon; 17) Keweenaw Yodeling Association; 18) Virtual 

Penis Activation; 19) Walter White Enchiladas; 20) Cock and Balls; 21) Cylinder in Anus; 22) Nifty; 23) Non-Fungible 

Tolkien; 24) Polyvinyl California; 25) Big Time Rush; 26) Neutral Hilk Lotel; 27) Yippee; 28) Not Basketball Actually; 29) 

OPAHHHH; 30) EEK!  Penis!  AGHGHG!; 31) Wet Moose Deck; 32) Not Dick Acronym; 33) Gay Person Acronym; 34) Not 

a Penis One; 35) Funny Phallic Acronym; 36) Canine Avoidance Troop; 37) Admin Controls the Weather; 38) Too Many 

Acronyms; 39) Accidental Recursive TLA; 40) Accidentally Recursive ARA; 41) World Tickle Fingers; 42) Four Word 

Acronym; 43) Ponnect on a Deeper Alevel; 44) Print, Dammit!  FUCK!; 45) Douglass Houghton Hall; 46) Antidisestablish-

mentarianism; 47) Acronym Acronym Acronym; 48) Another Dick Joke 


